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ABSTRACT 
Let 4:M,-+M,, n > 3, be a continuous mapping preserving spectrum and 
commutativity in both directions (neither linearity nor multiplicativity of C#J is as- 
sumed). Then 4 is either an automorphism or an antiautomorphism. The same result 
holds if 4 preserves spectrum, commutativity, and rank one matrices. 0 1998 
Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Let M, denote the algebra of all n X n complex matrices. It is well 
known that evey linear multiplicative mapping 4 : M, + M, is an inner 
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automorphism, that is, there exists an invertible matrix T E M, such that 
4(X)= TXT-1 forall XEM,. (1) 
Similarly, if C) : M, + M, is linear and antimultiplicative, then there exists an 
invertible matrix T E M, such that 
4(X) = TXt'T-' forall XE M,. (2) 
Here X tr denotes the transpose of X. A linear mapping C$ : M, + M, is 
called a Jordan homomorphism if 4(X ‘> = 4(X)“. The matrix algebra M, is 
prime, that is, if TM,S = 0 then T = 0 or S = 0. It follows [l, Theorem 3.11 
that every Jordan homomorphism 4 is either multiplicative or antimultiplica- 
tive, and hence, it must be of one of the forms (1) or (2). Obviously, Jordan 
automorphisms of M, have many nice properties. For example, they pre- 
serve spectrum, rank, and commutativity. It seems natural to ask whether 
linear mappings having any of these preserving properties must be Jordan 
automorphisms. There are a lot of papers considering problems of this type. 
An interested reader may find a gentle introduction to this topic in the survey 
paper [2]. In these, so-called linear preserver results, the linearity together 
with some preserving property yields multiplicativity or antimultiplicativity. 
One may ask a more general question. Suppose that we have a mapping 
C$ : M, + M, that preserves some sets, properties, functions, and/or rela- 
tions (neither linearity nor multiplicativity is assumed). Does it follow that 4 
is a Jordan automorphism? We will prove that the answer is positive if C#J is a 
continuous mapping preserving spectrum and commutativity in both direc- 
tions. The same result holds if C$ preserves spectrum, commutativity, and 
rank one matrices. We also give an example showing that there is no hope of 
getting this kind of result without assuming the continuity of 4. 
Let us fn the notation. By diag(h,, A,, . . . , A,) we denote a diagonal 
matrix whose diagonal elements are equal to A,, A,, . . . , A,. Ei stands for a 
matrix having the (i, j> entry equal to one and all others equ a! to zero. For 
every X, let e.v.( X) be the set of all eigenvalues of X counting multiplicities. 
By (T(X) we denote the spectrum of X, that is, the set of all eigenvalues of 
X. We write briefly A ++ B instead of AB = BA. A mapping 4 : M, + M, 
preserves matrices of rank one if 4(X> has rank one whenever rank X = 1, 
and it preserves rank if rank 4(X) = rank X. It preserves commutativity if 
A ++ B implies 4(A) * 4(B). We say that C) preserves commutativity in 
both directions if A +-a B if and only if c#( A) e 4(B). A mapping 4 is 
called spectrum preserving if e.v.(+(X>> = e.v.(X). Matrices having n dif- 
ferent eigenvalues are dense in M,,. So this last property is equivalent to 
0(4(x>) = a(X) in the case that C#I is continuous. 
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THEOREM 1. Let 4: M, --f M,, n > 3, be a continuous mapping. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) 4 is a Jordan automorphism. 
(b) 4 is an automorphism or an antiautomorphism. 
(c) There exists an invertible matrix T E M,! such that either 
4(X) = TXT-’ for all X E M, 
4(X) = TX”T-’ for all X E M,. 
(d) 4 preserves spectrum, commutativity, and rank one matrices 
(e) 4 preserves spectrum and commutativity in both directions. 
It is well known that the conditions (a), (b), and (c) are equivalent and 
that they imply (d) and (e). Hence, we have to prove that any of the 
conditions (d) or (e) yields (c). 
We will first give an example which shows that the continuity is an 
indispensable assumption. 
EXAMPLE 2. We define a mapping 4 : M, -+ M, in the following way. 
For X a diagonal matrix with distinct diagonal entries we define 4(X) to be a 
diagonal matrix obtained from X by interchanging the first two diagonal 
elements. Otherwise, let 4(X) be equal to X. Clearly, 4 is a bijective 
mapping preserving spectrum, rank, and commutativity in both directions. 
However, it is not a Jordan automorphism. 
Let us conclude this section by showing that a continuous mapping which 
preserves either rank and commutativity in both directions or spectrum and 
rank need not be Jordan homomorphism. Assume that $ : M, + M, is 
continuous, and its image is contained in the group of all invertible matrices. 
Then the mapping X c, $(X)X+(X)- 1 is continuous and preserves rank 
and spectrum. Further, by Tietze’s extension theorem there exists a continu- 
ous nonconstant function q : M, + [l, 21 which is equal to 1 on the set of all 
idempotents of M,. Clearly, the continuous mapping X ++ (p(X)X preserves 
rank and commutativity in both directions. Note that it also preserves 
spectrum on the two subsets of M,, namely on the set of idempotents and on 
the set of nilpotents. However, in general, both preservers just mentioned are 
neither linear nor multiplicative nor antimultiplicative. We were not able to 
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prove or disprove that the continuous mapping 4 : M, -+ M, is a Jordan 
automorphism if it preserves only spectrum and commutativity. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Throughout this section we will assume that 4 : M, + M,, n > 3, is a 
continuous mapping which satisfies either (d) or (e). 
LEMMA 3. There exist an invertible matrix T and nonzero scalars cij 
satisfying cy = 1, 1 <j < n, such that 4(D) = TDT-’ for all diagonal 
matrices, 
and either 
c#,( Eij) = cijTEijT-’ , 1 Q i,j =G 71, 
or 
c$( Eij) = cijTEjiT-I, 1 Q i,j < 12. 
Proof. As 4 preserves spectrum, there is no loss of generality in 
assuming that 
#diag(l,2,...,n)) = dkg(l,%...,n). 
Since 4 preserves spectrum and commutativity, it maps every diagonal matrix 
into a diagonal matrix having the same (possibly permuted) diagonal entries. 
We will show even more, namely that 4(D) = D for every diagonal matrix 
D. Because of the continuity it is enough to prove that 4(D) = D only 
for matrices with distinct diagonal entries. Choose such a matrix 
diag(h,,h,,..., h,). Let fk : Lo, 11 -+ @, 1 < k < n, be disjoint Jordan curves 
connecting k with A,, respectively. Denote by t, the supremum of the set of 
all real t E [O, 11 satisfying (p(diag(fJt), . . . , f,(t))> = diag(f,(t), . . ., f,(t)). 
Standard continuity arguments show that t, = 1, as desired. Hence, in 
particular, we have 
+( ‘~Eii) = mEit> l<i<n. 
Next, we will prove the existence of nonzero constants cis, cis such that 
either d(E,,) = cl2 E,, and +(E13) = c13E13, or +(E,,) = cl2 E,, and 
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4(J&) = cJ&. Ob viously, +(E12) commutes with Eii, i > 3. As 4 pre- 
serves spectrum, it must be a nilpotent. Moreover, it is a nonzero matrix, 
since otherwise 4 would neither preserve rank one matrices nor preserve 
commutativity in both directions. Hence, c/I(E,,) must be of the form 
4(E,2) = [;: ;I> 
where 
a2 0 
A = “Ez ac 0 
[ 1 0 0 0 
for some a and c which are not both equal to zero. In the same way we 
obtain that 
with a nonzero 
A and B commute. It is now easy to see that a # 0 implies 
4( El,) = a2E,2 and 4( E,:,) = b’E,s, 
while c z 0 yields 
4( E,,) = -c2E2, and 4( Ei,3) = -d’Esr, 
Hence, we have proved the existence of nonzero constants ci2, cl3 such that 
either c$(E,,) = clzE,, and +(E,3) = c,~E,, or +(E,,) = c12Eg1 and 
#GJ = G%. Then, as Eij, i #j, is similar to E,, (the similarity is 
effected by a permutation matrix) we have that for every pair i, j, i f j, there 
exists a nonzero constant cij such that either +(Eij) = cijEij or c$(Eij) = 
cijEji. Once again, using similarity and transposes, if necessary, we see that if 
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Eij and Ekl, i z j and k z 1, are in the same row or in the same column, 
then either simultaneously 4(Eij) = cijEij and 4(Ek2) = ckrEkl or simulta- 
neously 4(Eij) = cijEji and 4(Ekl) = ckl E,,. Using a simple combinatorial 
argument, one can prove now the existence of nonzero constants cij, 1 < i, 
j < n, such that +(Eij) = cijEij, 1 Q i,j Q n, or +(Eij) = cijEji, 1 B i, j Q 
n. In the first case we achieve clj = 1, 2 <j < n, compsing 4 with the 
similarity transformation 
Almost the same approach completes the proof in the second case. ??
COROLLARY 4. The mapping 4 is homogeneous. It maps diagonalizable 
matrices into diagonalizable matrices. Moreover, if A and B are simultane- 
ously diagonalizable then c@( AB) = #4 A)4( B). 
Proof. Replacing 4 by X +-+ +(SXS-‘), we see that for every invertible 
S there exists an invertible matrix T such that 4(SDS-‘> = TDT-1 for all 
diagonal matrices D. Hence, 4 maps diagonalizable matrices into diagonaliz- 
able matrices and is multiplicative on the set of simultaneously diagonalizable 
matrices. We also have 4(crX) = o4(X) for every diagonahzable matrix. 
The set of all diagonalizable matrices is dense in M,, and consequently, 4 is 
homogeneous. ??
We will prove the main theorem by induction. In this section we will 
prove it for n = 3. 
LEMMA 5. 
such that 
Assume that n = 3 and that there exist cij E @, 1 < i, j 6 3, 
4(Eij) = CijEij> cii = Clj = 1. (3) 
Then 4(X) = Xf or all matrices X having only one nonzero row. 
Proof. In the first place we shall prove the lemma for matrices of the 
form 
a x Y 
R=fqa,x,y) = [ 0 0 0 1 . 
0 0 0 
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Let us denote 
Suppose at first that CY # 0, and write briefly T = $x/a, y/a). Then 
R = aTE,,T-‘. Introduce the matrices 
0 --x 0 
A,=A,((r,x) = 0 cy 
[ 1 o = aTE,,T-‘, 0 0 0 
A, =A,(a,y) = = aTE,,Tp’ , 
which obviously commute with R. Using the commutativity relations 
A, * E,,, Eg2 
and the fact that 4 preserves spectrum, we get the existence of continuous 
functions ui2 = ui2(cr, X) and ui:r = ~,,(a, y) such that 
4(R) commutes with b(A,) and +(A,), so 4(R) = S(a,,/a, 
ddDS(~,~/~, a1Jd ’ for some diagonal matrix D. We know that 
e.v.(+( R)) = {a, 0, 0). S o we have one of three possibilities D = aE, I, 
D = aYE,,, or D = aE,,. In the second case we would have +( A,) = +( R) 
for all x, y, (Y, a f 0, which contradicts the assumption I#J(E,,) = E, ,. 
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Similarly, the third possibility cannot occur, and hence D = aE,,. Therefore, 
Q! 4~~ x> %3(~, Y> 
= [ 
0 0 0 
1 
* 
0 0 0 
Functions ur2 and urs are continuous in both arguments. Using the fact that 
C#J is continuous and homogeneous and ~#J(E,~) = Eli, j = 2,3, we conclude 
that 
4( q0, x7 Y>) = jmO 4(R) 
[ 
0 %(07 r) 40, Y> 
= 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
= R(O, r, y). 
We will also use the matrices 
(4) 
A, =A&,y) = [ 
00 0 
0 0 -y = , A, A,(x, y) = 
00 x 
1 
As commutes with E,, and E,,, A, commutes with E,, and E,,, and both 
of them commute with R. As 4 is continuous and preserves spectrum, there 
exist continuous functions u2s = a,,(~, y) and us2 = uJx, y) such that 
As 4(R) commutes with 4(A,) and c$(A,), we get the identities 
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Then, if we send a to zero, the continuity forces az,(x, Y) = y and us2(x, Y) 
= r, and therefore 
+( AS) = A, and +( A4) = A,. 
Now, 4(R) commutes with A,, and consequently, we get for every nonzero 
x and y that 
%3(o, Y) a,,( o, r) 
Y x * 
The left and right hand sides of the above equation do not depend on x and 
y, respectively. So they have to be equal to some C( (w). Finally, we use the 
homogeneity of 4 to obtain 
ff C(l)x C(l>Y = 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
for every nonzero ff, x, and y. The continuity of 4 and (4) force C(1) = 1, 
which further yields the desired conclusion for matrices having nonzero 
entries only in the first row. As a by-product we get equations +(Ai) = A, 
for i = 1,2,3,4, which will be used later. 
Our next goal is to prove the lemma for the matrices with either only the 
second or only the third row nonzero. Denote 
and 
D, = ~ag(l,c,l,c23). D, = hag(l, cgl, Cam). 
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kt us define for i = 2,3 the mappings 
4i:MS-‘&> 4j(x) = DiJi4(JixJi)JiDi’* 
Clearly, +i is continuous and satisfies either (d) or (e>. Besides, & fulfills the 
condition (31, so c#+(R) = R for i = 2,3. 
Denote 
R,= [; i 8]. Rs=[; & ;]. 
We observe that for i = 2,3 we have 
+(Ri) =Jioi14i(R)DiJi 
= JJl;lRDiJ~ 
and hence 
We may assume that none of (Y, x, y is equal to zero. As R, commutes with 
A3(~, y> and A,(x, y), we get c2, = cZ3 = 1. Similarly, cgl = cs2 = 1. 
Hence, +(R,) = R, and 4(R,) = R,, as desired. W 
PROPOSITION 6. Zf the continuous mupping $I : M, + M, preserves 
either 
a spectrum, commutativity, and rank one mutn’ces, or 
:; spct e rum and commutativity in both directions, 
then there exists an invertible matrix T E M, such that either 
4(X) = TXT-’ for all X E M, 
or 
4(X) = TX”T-’ forall X E M,. 
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Proof By the previous lemmas there is no loss of generality in assuming 
that 4(X) = X f or every matrix having nonzero entries only in one row. We 
will first prove that the restriction of 4 to any maximal linear space of 
matrices of rank one is linear. Any such linear space 7 is similar to the space 
of all matrices having nonzero entries only in the first row or in the first 
column. Let J/ : M, + M, be a similarity transformation composed by 
transposition, if necessary, which maps the space of all matrices having 
nonzero entries only in the first row onto v. The mapping 4 0 I) satisfies 
either (d) or (e>, and consequently, its restriction to the space of all matrices 
having nonzero entries only in the first row is linear by Lemma 3 and Lemma 
5. Hence, the restriction of 4 to 9” is linear, as desired. 
Let X be any matrix of rank one. Then X can be written as X = X, + 
X, + X,, where Xi has nonzero entries only in the ith row. According to 
the previous step we have 4(X) = 4(X,> + 4(X,> + 4(X,>. Applying 
Lemma 5, we get 4(X> = X for all matrices X of rank one. 
By the proof of Corollary 4 we know that for every invertible S there 
exists an invertible matrix T such that 4(SDS- ’ > = TDT-1 for all diagonal 
matrices D. We also know that c#J(SE,,S-‘) = SE,,S-’ = TE,,T-‘, i = 1,2,3. 
It follows that +(SDS-‘) = SDS-‘. Hence, 4(X> = X for every diagonaliz- 
able matrix, and hence, by continuity, 4(X) = X for every X E M:,. This 
completes the proof. w 
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
Let 4 : M, + M, be a continuous mapping which satisfies either (d) or 
(e>. With no loss of generality we may assume that 4 fulfills the condition (3) 
for all 1 < i, j < n, and this will be in effect until the end of the paper. We 
will prove the theorem by induction on n. Suppose that Theorem 1 has been 
already proved for every 3 < k < n - 1. 
STEP 1. lf n > 3 and X is a matrix with ith row and ith column equal to 
zero, 1 < i < n, then #J(X) = X. 
Proof. Let X be a diagonalizable matrix having ith row and ith column 
equal to zero. Then by Corollary 4 we have 0 = +( XE,,) = +(X)4( E,i) = 
#JELL = Eii&(X), which yields that #J(X) has ith row and ith column 
equal to zero. Applying the continuity assumption once again, we see that 4 
maps every matrix having ith row and ith column equal to zero to a matrix of 
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the same type. For each matrix X E M,, _ 1 there is a matrix Y E M, _ r such 
that 
The induction hypothesis implies the existence of a matrix T such that either 
Y = TXT-’ for all X E M,_, or Y = TXt’T-’ for all X E M,_,. Since 
4( Eii) = CijEijz i,j > 2, 
the second case is impossible and T must be diagonal, say T = 
diag(t,, . . . , t,). Hence, 
In the same way we can get an invertible diagonal 
diag(s,, . . . , s, _ 1> such that 
6[: g]= [sx~B’ g] forall XEM,_ 
1’ (5) 
matrix S = 
I’ 
Take an index 2 < j < n - 1, and compute 
4, = 4&) 
which implies that si = sj for 2 < i < n - 1, and consequently, S = s1 I. So 
we can assume S = I. For k, 3 < k < n - 1, we have 
E2k = +tE,k) 
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and so t, = t,. To prove that t, = t, we use the same inductive approach 
for the set of all matrices having the second row and column equal to zero. 
So we can assume also that T = I, which further implies that +(Eij) = Eij. 
1 < i, j < n. It is now easy to complete the proof of Step 1. ??
STEP 2. 4(X) = xj- El or a matrices from M, having exactly one row not 
equal to zero. 
Proof. With the loss of generality we can assume that X has only the 
A simple computation gives that R, = SE,,S- ‘. The matrices 
SE,,S-’ = Eii - xi_mlE,,, 2 < i < n, 
and 
SE,,Sp’ = Ezj - xlE,,, j > 3, 
commute with R,. By Step 1, &SE,,S-‘) = SE,,Sp’, 2 < i < n, and 
c$(SE,~S-‘) = SE,,Sp’, j > 3. Since 4 preserves commutativity, we have 
+(R,) = Sdiag(a,,a,,a, ,..., a2) 5’. 
Moreover, 6 preserves spectrum, and hence, $(R,) = R,. The function 4 is 
continuous and homogeneous; thus 
x 
1 “I . . . -’ n-1 ff ff 
4(R,) = af$ 0 0 *** 0 ! 4 . . . . . (j ;, ..: (j 
= R, for all (Y # 0, 
and by continuity, +( R,) = R,, which completes the proof of Step 2. ??
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Now, it is easy to complete the proof of Theorem 1, using exactly the 
same approach as in Proposition 6. 
Let us conclude this section with the counterexample which shows that 
the statement of the Theorem 1 is not true if n = 2. 
EXAMPLE 7. Pick a nonconstant continuous function f : [0, a) + [l, 21 
with lim x em f(x) = 1. We define the function 4 : M, + M, as follows: 
g([a i]) = 
a 0 
[ 1 c d 
r a bf( WI) 
if b=O, 
1 otherwise. 
It is easy to see that 4 preserves spectrum, rank, and commutativity in both 
directions, but it is not a Jordan homomorphism. 
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